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Institutional Work: Actors and Agency in Institutional ...
Institutional Work: Actors and Agency in Institutional Studies of Organizations Thomas B Lawrence, Roy Suddaby, and Bernard Leca, eds
institutional work is about action, not outcomes, and much institutional work may go on that does not lead to desired
Institutional Work - Cambridge University Press
Institutional work : actors and agency in institutional studies of organization / edited by Thomas B Lawrence, Roy Suddaby, Bernard Leca p cm ISBN
---Institutional Work - Cambridge University Press
Institutional Work Actors and Agency in Institutional Studies ofOrganizations Edited by THOMAS B LAWRENCE ROY SUDDABY AND BERNARD
LECA CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Agency and Institutions in Organization Studies
agency within institutional theory in recent decades, and provide an overview of the topic in a way that transcends the common pattern of
juxtaposing agency to structure and individuals to institutions Defining Agency and Institutions The concept of agency maintains ‘an elusive, albeit
resonant, vagueness’ across the social sciences
Published Chapter. Please cite as: Jarzabkowski, P ...
(Eds) Institutional Work: Actors and Agency in Institutional Studies of Organizations Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press 6 elaborating some
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of these concepts and the associations between them In particular, our focus upon institutional pluralism provides a …
AGENTS, ACTORS, ACTORHOOD
which would examine the emergence, construction, and transformation of actors and their roles in institutional processes In doing so, we have
assembled sev-eral studies that address the emergence, construction, and transformation of actors and the work they do …
Institutional Work: Taking Stock and Making It Matter
of institutional work by groups of actors can lead to institutional change that combines The location of embedded agency in the institutional work
perspective builds directly on the
Institutions and Institutional Work - Tom Lawrence
fo r the concept of institutional work Agency in Institutional Studies Our conception of institutional work is rooted in a small set of articles that
articulate a broad theoretical outline for the study of institutional work, parallel to the way in which the articles by Meyer and Rowan …
1 Introduction: theorizing and studying institutional work
Introduction: theorizing and studying institutional work 3 first proposing the concept (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006), our primary goal was to develop
an inductive, empirically grounded understanding of the terrain that might be mapped using the concept of institutional work With that
accomplished, we now turn to developing a more
Handbook of Organization Studies, 2
the attention of institutional researchers toward the effects of actors and agency on institutions The concept of institutional entrepreneurship focuses
attention on the manner in which interested actors work to influence their institutional contexts through such strategies as technical and
(Re)conceptualizing institutional change in sport ...
Both the institutional work and institutional entrepreneurship concepts rely on an assumption that over time has become known as ‘embedded
agency’ According to this assumption, agency is both constrained by and enabled by institutions, and agency is thus ‘placed in a double bind between
actors and structure’ (Abelnour et al, 2017, p
Julie Battilana - Harvard Business School
“Institutional work and the paradox of embedded agency” In T Lawrence, R Suddaby, & B Leca (Eds), Institutional work: Actors and Agency in
Institutional Studies of Organizations (31-58) Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press Battilana J & Leca, B (2009) “The role of resources in
institutional entrepreneurship: Insights for an
ON-GOING INSTITUTIONAL WORK IN A
several different actors as embedded agency Institutional work is defined as the purposeful actions taken in aim of creating, maintaining or
disrupting institutions (Lawrence & Suddaby 2006) This research was motivated by the current discussion on the potential Guggenheim Helsinki
museum, a project that has received both positive and
INSTITUTIONAL LOGICS, INSTITUTIONAL WORK AND PUBLIC ...
INSTITUTIONAL LOGICS, INSTITUTIONAL WORK AND PUBLIC from non-profit actors’ agency in infusing organizational practices with
interpretations and elaborations of institutional logics
Zooming in on Institutional Politics: Professional ...
Institutional agency/work: episodic power The concept of institutional work emphasizes the deliberate strategies of actors as they skilfully and
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reflexively engage in activities to influence their institutional environments (Lawrence & Buchanan, 2017) Current descriptions and concepts of
institutional work mainly focus on actors
Analysing institutional change in environmental governance ...
the dynamic interplay between actors and institutional structures This paper explores the concept of ‘institutional work’ which offers a compelling
lens for studying the interplay between actors and institutional structures in environmental governance We ﬁnd that the concept of institutional work
offers promising opportunities
Exploring institutional adaptive capacity in practice ...
Institutional work is a developing branch of theory focused on how actors purposively express their agency to affect institutions (Lawrence et al
2009, Kraatz 2011) In a synthesis of contemporary empirical studies, Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) identified three forms of institutional activity or
work that actors conduct: maintaining,
Institutionalization as an Interplay between Actions ...
as institutional carriers, the degree of actors' agency, and the way institutional meanings are used as political resources I join current discus-sions on
questions of agency and politics in insti-tutional processes, adding the emphasis on the role of meanings and of organizational members as interpreters of these very meanings
Applying Institutional Work to Facilitate and Improve ...
Institutional Work and Engagement Institutional work = agency related to institutionalization Agency = “a temporarily embedded process of social
engagement, informed by past, but oriented toward present, and future” (Battilana & D’Aunno 2009)
Value Cocreationin Service Ecosystems: The Service ...
Institutional Work Interplay of Actors, Agency, & Institutions Duality of agency and structure Institutional work = intentional form of structuration
•Maintenanceof institutions •Disruptionof institutions •Creationof institutions S-D Logic Complimentary Institutionalizations and Upstream
Adoptions Processes for UBER and Lyft
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